CONSERVATION UPDATE
August - November 2020
Prepared by Jessica McKelson, Conservation Manager

HIGHLIGHT – THREATENED SPECIES
Hooded Plovers
August 31st marked the official start to the Hooded plover breeding season for 2020/2021 for Phillip
Island. This is the earliest start date noted for the species on the Island since the recording of breeding
activities began in 1998.
By the end of September, 4 nests had been made with a total 10 eggs laid across those nests. Breeding
efforts ramped up throughout October with another 8 nests made throughout the month and an
additional 21 eggs laid. Being only half way through November, so far there have been a further 5 nests
with 9 eggs, bringing the season total (as of 18/11/2020) to 17 nests and 40 eggs.
From the eggs laid this season, 8 chicks have hatched out. All 8 of those chicks continue to survive, 5
of which have been banded with a diagnostic yellow flag that indicates a Hooded plover that was banded
on Phillip Island.
Of the banded chicks, 3 have successfully made it to fledging with the other 2 well on their way. Suitably,
these first 3 fledglings of the season were the chicks that hatched from that first nest laid on the 31 st of
August.

Photo: Hooded plover fledgling release
Eastern Barred Bandicoots
This spring we revisited the three eastern barred bandicoot populations on Churchill Island and Phillip
Island. The Churchill Island population of 5 years continues to go strong. There were 79 unique
individuals captured (27 females, 52 males), 30 of which we hadn’t seen before. This is 13 more
individuals than at our last visit in March. Most females had pouch young, which is normal for this time
of year, and there were lots of young bandicoots seen running around as staff walked between traps.
In the small population at Fishers Wetland, just off Churchill Island, we caught 13 unique individuals (3
females, 10 males), 5 of which were new. All of these females were breeding and had 2 or 3 large
pouch young.
The 3-year mark since the Summerland Peninsula EBB release has indicated that the population is
expanding as far as Kitty Miller Bay to the east, and McHaffies Lane to the North, and is looking well
established. The staff captured 46 unique individuals (26 females, 20 males), of which 21 hadn’t been
seen before. This is a few more unique individuals than the last few sessions despite the fact we set
fewer traps! Breeding was similar to that on Churchill Island except that quite a few of the pouch young
were huge and on the verge of leaving the pouch.
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A reminder that if anyone does see any bandicoots while they’re out and about on Phillip Island, let us
know about the sighting via this form; https://ebb.natureparksresearch.com.au/sighting/ as we’re
always keen to know where they are spreading!

SHORT TAILED SHEARWATERS
•
•
•

The shearwater season began at the usual time this year in late September but with low
numbers. The full colony arrived in early October and subsequent monitoring of nestboxes
revealed 73% occupancy (better than average).
Staff recovered 15 geolocator tracking devices from birds so far which will reveal their
movement patterns around the world over the last one or two years.
Three radio and print media interviews were given about the return of shearwaters to colonies
in the Southern Hemisphere and the challenges they face.

AUSTRALIAN FUR SEALS
•

•

•

Two trips out to Seal Rocks were performed with the Cowes Victorian Fisheries Authority
providing the mother-vessel. In total, we released 4 out of 9 entangled seals observed and
collected samples for research on Mycoplasma bacteria, an abortive agent in fur seals.
Entanglement materials were varied and included a bag handle (maybe from a snorkel-fin set?),
recreational fishing line and a rolled up plastic bag. Unfortunately, the other entangled fur seals
were too large or in locations too difficult for capture.
“SealSpotter - Back to the Rocks” was our second two-week challenge to count seals for the
weeks between 17 - 31 August 2020. This time we targeted the Victorian community to provide
a conservation activity during the lockdown and 184 citizen scientists contributed. Victorian
schools used “SealSpotter” to fulfil research assessment tasks at home, including Wonthaggi
High School and Nagle College, Bairnsdale.
The project “Seals as Ecosystem Sentinels” won the award from the Victorian Marine and
Coastal Awards 2020 in the category - Distinction in biodiversity and ecosystem conservation.
A brilliant result to recognize the work in seals.

Photos: Female juvenile entangled in recreational line (left), Roger driving zodiac from Seal Rocks
back to mother vessel (right).
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PEST CONTROL
Feral Cat Research
•

•

Field work from the 2020 feral cat tracking project at Cape Woolamai is concluding with the
remaining collars being retrieved after over 3 months in the field. Data from GPS collars will
be analysed to examine how feral cats use the landscape, interact with each other and to
evaluate our monitoring techniques such as camera trapping.
First drafts of the domestic cat tracking project and the assessment of elevated traps project
papers are out for comment.

Feral cat detection dogs
•

The training of Marbee and Milly continues with their progress slightly ahead of expectations
for dogs of their age. They are both consistently locating cat scats placed along training runs
and can track fresh cat scent at distances of up to 400 metres.

Marbee (left) and Milly (right) searching for feral cat scent during training exercises
Foxes
•

In an effort to minimse the likelihood of foxes reinvading Phillip Island and to protect local
wildlife in the area, the mainland fox control program on the Anderson Peninsula commenced
on 12th October including a 6 week baiting program in rural areas combined with fox trapping
and den fumigation in areas around San Remo to reduce the likelihood of foxes reinvading.
To date, 25 fox baits have been taken in baited areas, one active fox den was located and
fumigated and 4 foxes have been trapped on the San Remo foreshore.

Rabbits
•

A bait preference trial using unpoisoned carrots and oats was undertaken earlier this year to
determine which is preferred by rabbits and non-target animals. Interim results suggest rabbits
prefer carrots and natives have a slightly greater preference for oats. This information will be
used to refine future control programs.

•

A collaborative rabbit control program with Bass Coast Landcare Network and Nature Parks
working to reduce the impacts of rabbits at key sites across the Island.
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•

A combined program including baiting, warren destruction and shooting resulted in a 72.2%
reduction in rabbit numbers following control efforts.

Photos: Nature Parks and Bas Coast Landcare Network staff mapping and destroying rabbit warrens
with warren smoker.

COASTAL AND WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
Woodlands & Fire Management
•

•
•
•

Staff have been working on the strategic fuel breaks program at Summerland Peninsula as
well as current fire breaks at Summerlands, Swan Lake and Conservation Hill. These works
are following the Fire Operations Plan. A large proportion of this work has involved
redeployed staff.
Slashing and mowing of fire breaks has started at Summerlands, Fiveways reserve and Koala
Conservation Reserve.
Maintenance to asset protection zone have been completed at Cape Woolamai -Broadbeach
and Ritchie’s Road Cape Woolamai.
Annual Parade wet firebreak test and service to all slip-on units have been carried out.

Photo: Fire break work Summerland Peninsula in map above.
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PENGUINS
The 2020 penguin breeding season in one word – WOW!
With the early start to the breeding season, we have already seen mass fledging of the first lot of chicks
from the south coast of the Summerland Peninsula. Within one week, the Parade has seen almost 60%
of chicks fledge and adult occupancy of burrows quadruple, indicating that we are likely to see a high
number of second breeding attempts this year. On the north shore, things have not been as
synchronous, with only 10% fledging so far.
According to the Bureau of Meteorology, we are experiencing a La Niña year that will persist through
the southern hemisphere summer 2020–21. It could reach similar strength to the La Niña of 2010, 2011
and 2012. For the penguins, the breeding success was high to very high in those three years. Adult
weights and chick fledging weights across the entire peninsula have been good, and we are heading to
higher than average breeding success in 2020.

In the last three months, adult penguin weights have increased in August and September but
decreased in October as the breeding season progressed, a typical pattern during a breeding season.

Penguin tracking – valuable tool for conservation
Tracking animals is essential to help translate tracking data into conservation outcomes. On marine
animals, this is not an easy task to achieve due to the high variability of the marine environment and
high mobility of these animals.
The Nature Parks’ studies have been tracking penguins’ movement and habitat use off Phillip Island in
years of high and low breeding success. Our penguin tracking project is firmly part of the solution for
global problems. They have revealed when and which particular zones within penguins’ foraging area
are essential for effective conservation of the marine habitat and food security to penguins in the future.
Several studies have been published showing strong spatial segregation with different foraging ranges
between sites, age and sex.
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The foraging zone can increase dramatically in years of low breeding success, so annual data collection
is crucial to target specific needs for management outcomes. Penguins are having a good breeding
season so far in 2020, as our results are showing smaller foraging zones. The penguin tracking data
have now been used as a valuable tool to inform policy and management of the marine system around
Phillip Island.

Penguin movements at sea in the current 2020 breeding season. How far penguins go and how
successful they are at breeding is closely related. Penguins have been foraging close to Phillip Island
while making short trips. It has been similar to the 2019 breeding season (see small inserts – 2019
post-guard not showing), which was also a season of high breeding success.

KOALAS – BUSHFIRE RESPONSE
Four koalas have been released back to the wild in partnership with Zoos Vic and DELWP into East
Gippsland. Scheduled upcoming releases for Mallacoota are due to occur in December.
All koalas were health checked by Healsville Sanctuary vets and radio collars were attached so post
release monitoring can take place. To date all four koalas are thriving back in Gilantipy.

WILDLIFE REHABILITATION & MANAGEMENT
Rehab staff have responded to almost 210 calls relating to 35 different species during the AugustOctober period. The animals have ranged from woodland and water birds to seabirds, small and large
marsupials, monotremes and reptiles – typical breeding season!
Several ducklings have been rescued, having been separated from their parents. A number of wood
ducklings, mountain shelducklings, pacific black ducklings, cygnets and cape barren goslings have
been fostered out to families of the same species with similar sized chicks, importantly giving these
young birds another chance to be raised by their own species.
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A Shy albatross was transferred from Melbourne zoo on the 15 th October, the bird had been rescued
by Marine Response Unit (MRU) from Port Melbourne beach exhausted, dehydrated and starving. The
albatross was brought to the Nature Parks to regain condition and strength in the inground pool pen
where the bird was able to swim and exercise wings in preparation for release. After a failed initial
release attempt where he/she exercised wings but didn’t take flight, the albatross took off beautifully
the second time, after the rangers’ patient waiting and observation at the release site.

Photo - Unfortunately the latest Shy albatross took off too quickly for the ranger to snap photos. This
is one of our previous releases, it is such a privilege to care for these birds.
A pelican and a juvenile Eastern barred bandicoot were also transferred from Melbourne zoo late
October, so watch this space for their progress.

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Alona Charuvi honours work now published in "Behavioural processes'
New post on Centre for Integrative Ecology. A physiological cost to behavioural tolerance.
See the paper at Behavioural Processes.
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GRANTS
Tackling dune erosion at Phillip Island receives a boost from a State Government grant
The Nature Parks was awarded a $78,000 grant to create a more resilient environment at the Penguin
Parade, maintaining penguin access after high tide and surge events. The grant was awarded under
the Coastal Public Access and Risk Grants program from DELWP. The project involves intensive sand
nourishment, marram grass and sea-wheat weed control and monitoring of the progress using 3D maps
created by drones. This is a hands-on project that involves environmental rangers, local contractors
and weed control to future proof our dune system.

(photo credit: Phillip Island Historical Society)
Photo: Bert West who pioneered the Penguin Parade, dealing with an old problem of dune erosion. In
recent years, the recovery after dune erosion events has been slow and insufficient to replace the
removed sand.
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